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Signs : Warehouse & Aisle Marking

With looped magnetic tags allow fixing to 
mesh or cages.  Supplied in singles.

Magnetic Document Pockets

13660
13661
13662

13657
13658
13659

A flexible magnetic strip that adheres to any steel surface. Easily cut to size, it 
has a gloss vinyl surface allowing you to write on locations easily (using dry-
wipe pens) and clean off using a suitable solvent cleaner.

Available in 10m rolls, we hold white and yellow ex-stock in 5 different widths.  
Red, Blue and Green versions are also available to order.

20mm x 10m
30mm x 10m
50mm x 10m
70mm x 10m
90mm x 10m

White
13663
13664
13665
13666
13667

Yellow
13668
13669
13670
13671
13672

Other colours available

Magnetic ‘Easy Wipe’ Racking Strip

Magnetic ‘C’ Section Label Holders

These label holders provide instant identification with easy interchangeability 
of messages.  Each holder comes complete with a paper insert and a plastic 
cover for protection.  To change the message, simply slip the paper insert out 
the side and replace.  Supplied in packs of 10

Magnetic Slide Pockets

These quality pockets have been manufactured so that the whole backplate is 
magnetic, with an accessible clear front pocket.  Supplied in packs of 10, each 
pocket comes complete with its own internal card.
Sizes refer to pocket outer dimensions.

 Type A has a pocket open at the side
 Type B has a pocket open at the top and right side

•
•

Type A

Type B
31 x 100mm
50 x 120mm
58 x 138mm

White
13681
13682
13683

Yellow
13684
13685
13686

Type A
25 x 110mm
50 x 110mm
70 x 210mm

White
13675
13676
13677

Yellow
13678
13679
13680

Type B

Magnetic Wrap-around Pockets

Tough blue PVC wallet with a clear front 
pocket providing protection for documents 
and papers.  The magnetic strip at the top 
adheres to all steel materials.  Supplied in 
singles.

A4 (210 x 294mm)
A5 (210 x 148mm)
EA6 (210 x 105mm)

A4 (210 x 294mm)
A5 (210 x 148mm)
EA6 (210 x 105mm)

13673
13674

30mm x 80mm
50mm x 80mm


